Hume Region
Bushfire Management Planning

Phase Two-A Engagement Summary
Background
The Hume region Strategic Bushfire Management Planning (SBMP) process has been informed by
fire agencies (including Forest Fire Management Victoria and CFA), Local Government and
Emergency Management Victoria.
We have built on the extensive knowledge and experience that exists within bushfire management
agencies and communities. Our engagement activities are creating conversations with key
community members and other stakeholders which is helping us understand how we can all work
together to improve bushfire management, regardless of land tenure. The development of the
Hume Strategic Bushfire Management Plan, which covers the entire area of North East Victoria
(refer to Hume boundary in Figure 2), complements Municipal Strategic Fire Management Plans.
This document provides a quantitative and qualitative summary of the community feedback
received during Phase Two-A which was conducted via the Engage Victoria website. The purpose
of this survey was to obtain the views of the Hume community on three options for Priority Fuel
Management including some in-depth questions that asked about respondents’ preferences for
management options for fuel on private land.
The summary of the feedback received for Phase 1 and Phase 2 of the online consultation can be
found on Engage Victoria at https://engage.vic.gov.au/bushfire-planning

Engagement Process
This was the third of four planned opportunities for the community to provide online feedback about
elements of the Hume SBMP process, using the Engage Victoria website.
To further help us understand community views and other stakeholders, a Strategic Bushfire
Advisory Reference Group was formed, which includes apiarists, vignerons land managers and other
members of the community. We will also be seeking the views of Municipalities via their Municipal
Fire Management Planning Committees.
We understand that some communities and groups of people are more vulnerable to bushfire than
others, including those who lack experience with bushfires, summer visitors, people with disabilities
or illness, the elderly, and people from non-English speaking backgrounds. There is also an
understanding that some places are more at risk of bushfire than others. The process of strategic
planning will guide our responses to bushfire risk to ensure that the places, communities and assets
most at risk of bushfire are prioritised for mitigation and management.
We respect and acknowledge that communities consist of individuals who have their own specific
experiences and personal opinions that can be drawn upon to seek guidance for future strategic
bushfire management planning.
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Promotion and participation
The Engage Victoria survey was promoted on social media sites including Facebook and shared by
partner agencies involved in the planning process such as DELWP, CFA, Parks Victoria, EMV and
Local Government. An email link was sent to community groups and individuals with an interest in
bushfire management who had provided their details to agencies for this purpose. 138 individuals
completed the survey, but as some people saw the survey advertised in more than one place this
question received 160 answers. The majority of respondents heard about the survey through social
media and/or email (101 votes for these categories combined).
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Figure 1. Methods by which respondents were informed about the Phase Two-A consultation.
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Participant location
The survey for phase two-A was completed by 138 people, most from within Hume region.
Participants had the option of providing their postcode when they completed the survey, so that it
can be seen what issues are most important to particular areas. The red dots on the postcode map
show where the main clusters of responses originate from.

Figure 2. Graph of survey respondents based on the postcodes given. Red and yellow dots represent the most
frequent postcodes received. Dots shaded in grey show single responses from a postcode.
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Feedback on Strategy Options (Q1)
The first question of the survey (see appendix) asked respondents to select their preferred fuel
management strategies out of the three on offer. The strategy selections were based on these five
values: protection of people, life and property; protection of environmental assets and threatened
species; protection of critical structure; minimising smoke impacts; and protecting water
catchments. An indicator for the cost of implementation was also included as part of the preference
selection.
Strategy C (which was a high fuel management program across public and private land) was the
leader in two categories: “I like this strategy” (41%) and “I don’t like this strategy” (43%), making it
the most polarising option. Fewer people (31%) liked Strategy A (which was a minor fuel
management program across public and private land) over C, but more people could live with it
than C (25% for A vs 17% for C). Strategy B (a moderate fuel management program for public and
private land) was thus the most acceptable to the most people, having a combined “live with” and
“like” total of 74% and the lowest disapproval rating (6%).
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Figure 3. Responses regarding the preferred fuel management strategies of the participants.
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Key decision that influenced a strategy or strategies (Q2)
Question Two asked respondents to select the key factors that lead them to choose the strategy
they picked. The largest block of respondents (34%) said that the performance against the five
values influenced their decision the most, followed by the amount of fuel management in each
strategy (20%). As with Question One, where there was an almost even split between respondents
who liked a large amount of fuel management and those who didn’t (Strategy C, 41% and 43%
respectively), there was a similar gap for Question Two, with “too much fuel management to areas I
care about” (12%) and “not enough fuel management to areas I care about” (11%) separated by one
vote. The responses in the “Other” included an expression of interest in management strategies
other than burning to supplement the current methods of fuel management.
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Figure 4. The key factors that influenced strategy choice.
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Suggested changes to preferred strategy or strategies (Q3)
Question Three gave respondents an opportunity to nominate any changes they’d like to make to
their preferred strategy. Most of the respondents did not directly specify any changes, but rather
used this as an opportunity to reiterate their key priorities and concerns. The top issues were
ensuring environmental protection (17 mentions), increased land management/maintenance
(respondents stressed the need to manage roadsides for fuel reduction) (13 mentions), encouraging
the use of measures other than burning alone to manage fuel (10 mentions), and prioritising human
health and safety (9 mentions). The last category that was frequently mentioned was requests for
further information and clarification about the details of the strategy and how it would be
implemented/affect people (9 mentions).
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Figure 5. Key priorities and concerns nominated by respondents for consideration as part of their chosen
strategy.
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Reflections on least preferred strategy or strategies (Q4)
Question Four provided respondents an opportunity to go into greater detail about what factors
were the biggest issue for them regarding their least preferred strategy. Many of the answers
included an environmental component, with 23 respondents citing concern for the environment and
flora/fauna protection. After the environment, the most commonly occurring themes were
concerns/doubt over the government’s capacity to carry out the strategies that covered larger
areas of land (16 mentions) and a focus on protecting people, life, and property (15 mentions).
Concerns about the cost of implementation (13 mentions) also ranked highly. Worth noting were the
continued themes of requests to integrate alternatives to burns into the strategies (6 mentions) and
requests for more information about the strategies (6 mentions).
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Figure 6. Themes that influenced which strategy was least preferred by respondents.
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Next Steps
Phase Two-A was an important opportunity for us to hear the Hume communities’ views on the
proportion of Priority Fuel Management Area (across public and private land) that can be
considered by land and fire managers in the development of strategies to address fire risk. This has
provided us with valuable insights on how different values are balanced and what sort of concerns
there are in considering strategies for public and private land.
The third and final state of online engagement will be conducted via the Engage Victoria website
commencing on the 29 July 2019. This final phase will seek community views on strategic responses
that have been developed to manage the risk of bushfire for the Hume region.

More information
Online: https://www.safertogether.vic.gov.au/understanding-risk
Email: forestfire.planninghume@delwp.vic.gov.au
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Appendix 1: Survey Two-A
Phase Two-A Priority Fuel Management Areas
Overview
Priority Fuel Management Areas (PFMAs) are used in bushfire management strategies to identify
areas on private and public land where bushfire fuel management actions, such as planned burning
or vegetation removal through mowing or slashing, will most effectively reduce long-term bushfire
risk to communities. Public land managers including Parks Victoria and DELWP, have been revising
Fire Management Zones across the public land estate. We will be able to share the outcomes of this
rezoning process later this year.
Please read the PFMAs Frequently Asked Questions document, which gives details about PFMAs
including frequency of treatments, regulations and legislation.
Feedback is sought on three different PFMA strategy options across the region, broadly
representing:
•
•
•

Strategy A: minor fuel management program on public and private land (28,000 hectares);
Strategy B: moderate fuel management program on public and private land (49,000
hectares); and
Strategy C: high fuel management program on public and private land (93,000 hectares).

The different scale of fuel management in each PFMA option is due to greater amounts and higher
frequency of forested private land selected, while the scale of public land component remains the
same for each option. The private land targeted in each of the three strategies was identified as
having a high likelihood of significant property and community impact in the event of a bushfire.
Future tenure blind fuel management strategies under development
The following survey asks you to consider three strategy options for addressing PFMA identifying
private land to complement the existing public land program.
Each strategy performance is measured against five key performance values, represented as
symbols (e.g. person symbol to represent the protection of human, live and property). The
performance values chosen align with the key objectives of the Hume Strategic Bushfire
Management Plan, as determined via public consultation in phase one. Values which have all five
symbols shaded indicate the best possible score for each given value but does not mean perfect
performance. An additional indicator, cost to implement, was incorporated.
The performance ratings for each value are estimations based on current risk analysis and bushfire
modelling tools. It is important to compare the performance of individual values for the three
proposed strategies as there are subtle differences.
Map based configurations showing how fuel management PFMAs for each strategy would appear
across Hume landscape is shown below.
Please consider each option carefully and provide your feedback.
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Strategy Consultation
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Privacy Collection Notice
The Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning is committed to protecting personal
information provided by you in accordance with the principles of the Victorian privacy laws.
Purpose
This Privacy Collection Statement relates to all submissions collected in relation to the strategic
bushfire management planning process being conducted across Victoria. Agencies involved in fuel
management across Victoria have been charged with undertaking a strategic planning process to
guide bushfire management actions on public and private land into the future. The agencies
involved in this process are Forest Fire Management Victoria (FFMVic), CFA, Local Government and
Parks Victoria.
Forest Fire Management Victoria is providing administrative services to the consultation. FFMVic is
part of the Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning (the Department) and
submissions will be managed in accordance with the Department’s Information Privacy Policy.
The Department’s Information Privacy Policy can be viewed at www.delwp.vic.gov.au/privacy.
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Use of your submission
The information you provide will be made available to the Strategic Bushfire Management Planning
Teams involved in the planning process, including representatives from FFMVic, CFA, Local
Government and Parks Victoria.
This consultation is intended to give the community an opportunity to be involved in the strategic
bushfire management planning process by providing information that informs the development of
bushfire management strategies across Victoria. The consultation will be conducted in three
phases:
•
•
•
•

Phase 1: Strategic planning objectives
Phase 2: Fuel management strategies and actions
Phase 2A: PFMA strategy options
Phase 3: Feedback on final results of planning process

If you freely and voluntarily provide any sensitive information under the Act in your submission
DELWP will consider that provision to be consent to collect the information and will then protect it
under the Information Privacy Principles in the Act. Sensitive information is information relating to
racial or ethnic origin, political opinions, membership of a political association or trade
association/union, religious or philosophical beliefs or affiliations, sexual preference or criminal
record.
You have the right to access and correct your personal information about you that is held by DELWP.
Requests for access should be sent to the Manager Privacy, P.O. Box 500 East Melbourne 3002.
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Disclaimer
This publication may be of assistance to you but the State of Victoria and its
employees do not guarantee that the publication is without flaw of any kind or is
wholly appropriate for your particular purposes and therefore disclaims all
liability for any error, loss or other consequence which may arise from you
relying on any information in this publication.
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Accessibility

If you would like to receive this
publication in an alternative format,
please telephone the DELWP Customer
Service Centre on 136186,
email customer.service@delwp.vic.gov.a
u or via the National Relay Service on
133 677 www.relayservice.com.au.
This document is also available on the
internet at www.delwp.vic.gov.au.

